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About This Content

This pack includes:

Unique armored vehicle ‘Bloodhound’;

Vehicle weapon - 2 ‘Sledgehammer’ shotguns;

Unique character portrait: ‘Aleph’;

Paint can: Dark red, Pattern: Scorched Earth;

1500 in-game coins;

Number of vehicle parts rises to 55.

After purchase and return to garage the game will offer you to automatically create new vehicle. You can also do this later -
open blueprints menu, pick the vehicle and press "Load".

Purchasing a pack gives the player early access to some structural faction parts. These parts will become available immediately
upon purchase and are not re-issued once the corresponding reputation level is reached. For some parts you can only have one

set of them on the account. When purchasing multiple packs with same parts they do not stack!
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Coins - is an in-game currency, which is used to buy vehicle parts from other users in the market and to pay the rent for the
workbench to produce new parts. Note! If you purchase several packs, coins included in them stack!
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Title: Crossout - Wasteland Warrior Pack
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, Racing
Developer:
Targem Games
Publisher:
Gaijin Entertainment
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 / Windows® 8 / Windows® 10

Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo E8500 or AMD Phenom™ II X3 720

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 440 or AMD™ Radeon™ HD 5670 or Intel® HD Graphics 4000

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Russian,German
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crossout wasteland warrior pack

Tile Miner is great but there are a few things that would make it so much better. One thing is a mini map. This would make it a
lot easier to navigate in the world. Also, increasing the spawn level of animals would make it easier to find food. Almost every
time I have died it has been from starvation. One last thing is some sort of creative mode . This would help players get used to
the items and learn how to play without dying. Overall, the game is a very good idea.. Blocks were definitely swapped.. The
people who know the history of 1979 revolution would enjoy this game the most becaues if you don't know the history the game
fails to provide necessary gaps in background story to the player.

The game has been successful in recreating the atmosphere of those times. It pictures different groups (Islamists, Liberals,
communists, etc) shortly but fails to get deep into the fabric of revolution especially it causes. The game ends in the middle of
the story and I think there will be episodes if the game become successful financially.

I specially liked two things in the game:
1 - taking photos and comparing with real footages
2 - Being able to choose through various answeres although the story line does not seem to change based on them.

I would like to see more mecahnics in the next episodes of the game and not just things like hitting wasd button at a specific
moments which get boring soon. I would like to be able to exlore more sections of the city (Tehran in that era).

Another draback is that the game is not polished well.

I liked voice acting, music and the romantic atmosphere of the game (mottos, peoms, etc in the game were symbolic and
ramantic and I really enjoyed them). However I would like to higher graphic quality for the PC version at least.

The game has been very in staying neutral through the story but the players can actually choose a side by taking differenct
course of actions.

I would buy the next episodes.. Pretty fine adaptation of one of the most famous oriental tabletop games, though it can get old
after around 50 boards. Despite that it has decent variability on its own, though the shuffle buttom can sometime glitch up and
not work. A fine game, but the price might be a little to expensive for what it offers.. Need to check debug of this game that
before finishing game !!!. I am not good at writing reviews, but here I go.)

This game is really fun, I'll put down the pros and cons of this game.

PROS:
Nice Calm relaxing Game
Good Simulator
Lots of things to Do
Day and Night Cycle

CONS:
None.

I highly suggest getting this game if you like Simulators, or Casual Games.. I'll be quick (which, for me, is a rarity). This is a
perfectly fine game - competently designed, handles smoothly, controls like a twin-stick shooter should. It just feels slightly
unambitious, or like Wizbyte got it as far as "solidly functioning" and chose not to go any further. Balance problems pop up
early, with a bit of a "hurry up and wait" flow to the game. The fact that the main enemies have strict pursuit AI means that the
game does not demand the chaotic hand independence of, say, Robotron 2084. There are a few instances of lacking in polish,
too - I run the game in a downscaled resolution, and the bomb count and score multiplier are on top of each other, so I have no
idea what my value for either is.

If you cannot get enough twin-stick shooters, or if you've never played one, you probably won't regret buying this, but it's hard
to recommend when, even in my limited experience, I've played a few others that better capture the essence of this style of
game.. My most played game, and for good reason. With this fun brick sandbox it can provide hours and hours of fun.
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Would definitely recommend.. Genre - Gothic Bomberman Clone

The characters, cut scenes and voice acting are very atmospheric. It is set in a dark world with supernatural toys and monsters.
The game plays like Bomberman with abilities and a single player adventure mode. I wasreally enjoying this game and hope to
brave it again one day...

However, my major gripe is around the difficulty. This is because when you get caught in a duel, which you will in single player
mode, the odds are too heavily stacked against you. At the moment you have to kill them five times in a row whilst also avoiding
the hostile mobs. As many Bomberman players know, one or two mistakes and it is game over. This has stopped me progressing
as much as I would have liked without swearing at the screen and loading up a different game, and this was on low difficulty!
They should have done a one on one battle with the AI being properly scaled by difficulty.

I haven't tried multiplayer yet, but in theory it should be worth getting for this and will probably be more balanced than Single
Player mode.

I would recommend this game for highly skilled Bomberman players, and not casual players who want a bit of easy going fun.
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More like boring game-bow
Honestly though, got old fast imo. Worst game of all time would not rate again
graphics = Crap
Story= Crap
Sound effects= crap
Just in general crap. A decent mystery\/romance game set in the classic Closed Circle mystery setting. Writing and editing is
good. Relatively short for a VN (I got all the endings in about 12 hours.) Interface has no real issues. You get your own sprite
and have some control over your appearance. CG art style doesn't align super well with the main game sprites, but CGs don't
feature prominantly and it does remember your appearance settings for CGs.

All in all I quite enjoyed the game. There's a lot of endings, and it was fun permutating through the various text to try and find
them, though three of them were hard for me to find.. Dying is so overrated.. Great for lazy music producers that want a catchy
song
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